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Another Little Piece Jun 24 2019 The spine-tingling horror of Stephen King meets an eerie mystery worthy of Sara Shepard's Pretty
Little Liars series in Kate Karyus Quinn's haunting debut. On a cool autumn night, Annaliese Rose Gordon stumbled out of the woods
and into a high school party. She was screaming. Drenched in blood. Then she vanished. A year later, Annaliese is found wandering
down a road hundreds of miles away. She doesn't know who she is. She doesn't know how she got there. She only knows one thing:
She is not the real Annaliese Rose Gordon. Now Annaliese is haunted by strange visions and broken memories. Memories of a
reckless, desperate wish . . . a bloody razor . . . and the faces of other girls who disappeared. Piece by piece, Annaliese's fractured
memories come together to reveal a violent, endless cycle that she will never escape—unless she can unlock the twisted secrets of her

past.
Obsession Nov 29 2019 Hunter is a ruthless killer. And the Department of Defense has him firmly in their grasp, which usually doesn't
chafe too badly because he gets to kill bad guys. Most of the time he enjoys his job. That is, until he's saddled with something he's
never had to do before: protect a human from his mortal enemy. Serena Cross didn't believe her best friend when she claimed to have
seen the son of a powerful senator turn into something...unnatural. Who would? But then she witnesses her friend's murder at the hands
of what can only be an alien, thrusting her into a world that will kill to protect their secret. Hunter stirs Serena's temper and her lust
despite their differences. Soon he's doing the unthinkable breaking the rules he's lived by, going against the government to keep Serena
safe. But are the aliens and the government the biggest threats to Serena's life...or is it Hunter?
Down with the Shine Jun 28 2022 Think twice before you make a wish in this imaginative, twisted, and witty new novel from the
author of Another Little Piece. When Lennie brings a few jars of her uncles’ moonshine to Michaela Gordon’s house party, she has
everyone who drinks it make a wish. It’s tradition. So is the toast her uncles taught her: “May all your wishes come true, or at least just
this one.” The thing is, those words aren’t just a tradition. The next morning, every wish—no matter how crazy—comes true. And most
of them turn out bad. But once granted, a wish can’t be unmade . . .
Grave Sight Nov 09 2020 Harper Connelly had a lucky escape when she was hit by lightning: she didn't die. But sometimes she wishes
she had died, because the lightning strike left her with an unusual talent: she can find dead people - and that's not always comfortable.
Everyone wants to know how she does it: it's a little like hearing a bee droning inside her head, or maybe the pop of a Geiger counter, a
persistent, irregular noise that increases in strength as she gets closer. It's almost electric: a buzzing all through her body, and the
fresher the corpse, the more intense the buzz. Harper and her brother Tolliver make their living from finding the dead, for desperate
parents, worried friends ... and police departments who have nowhere else to look. They may not believe in her abilities, but sometimes
the proof is just too much for even the most sceptical of police chiefs to deny. But it's not always easy for someone like Harper, for the
dead *want* to be found - and too often, finding the body doesn't bring closure; it opens a whole new can of worms.
My Video Game Ate My Homework Sep 27 2019 Meet Dewey Jenkins, a 13-year old schoolkid who's about to fail science class.
Follow him on an amazing adventure that leads Dewey and his friends to a virtual world where they will have to overcome all sorts of
digital creatures and solve a number of puzzles in order to get home. My Video Game Ate My Homework is a funny, fast-paced
adventure that shows the importance of cooperation and teamwork, as well as the importance of using your own unique abilities to
solve problems. It's illustrated in Dustin Hansen's colorful, cartoony style, and filled with lots of sight gags and nods to video-gaming
tropes. Dustin Hansen spent years directing and creating video games before becoming a writer and illustrator, and makes his DC debut
with My Video Game Ate My Homework!
Grave New World May 28 2022 Enjoy this fun, urban fantasy paranormal mystery series with a slow burn romance! Includes vampires,
fae, a hot one-eyed werewolf P.I., and a sassy Jersey-girl ready to clean-up supernatural messes. From the authors of the

MYTHVERSE and POWERS OF THE ZODIAC paranormal series. Sometimes you have to play dirty. I’m Paige Harper and I clean
up supernatural messes. But my personal life is something I can’t seem to straighten out. I accidentally married a fae, and even though
we've been divorced for years, Jax still manages to land me in hot water. Like, putting my house on the table at a high stakes poker
game type of hot. Now, he's been arrested for murder and the cops want to pin a series of vampire killings on him. I don't know if he
did it or not. But I do know he needs to be at that poker game or else my house is gone. In order to get Jax out, I turn to Nico, a oneeyed werewolf private detective, for help. Nico is a handsome, dangerous, ladies man and I have no intention of falling prey to his
charms. Although, that's easier said than done as the two of us begin crawling through the dirty underbelly of the supernatural world…
It’s a good thing I brought my broom. Grave New World is book one in Down & Dirty Supernatural Cleaning Services, an all new
paranormal mystery series filled with laughs and romance! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal thriller, paranormal mystery,
paranormal romance, mystery, thriller, urban fantasy, UF, werewolf, werewolves, shifter, shifters, romcom, werewolf romance, shifter
romance, funny, humorous ,steamy, supernatural, fantasy, fae, vampire, paranormal books, wolf shifter, paranormal investigator,
supernatural romance, paranormal investigation, supernatural series, urban fantasy wolf shifter romance, shifter romance books, urban
fantasy adventure, supernatural books, shifter romance novels, fae books, paranormal cozy mystery, urban fantasy series, UF Series,
paranormal mystery series, werewolf romance series, supernatural romance series, supernatural series, paranormal series, shifter
romance series, paranormal romance series, paranormal thriller series, paranormal mystery series, paranormal investigator series,
paranormal investigation series Similar To: Leanne Leads, Kelly St. Clare, Emma Scott, Rebecca Hamilton, Elizabeth Briggs, Caroline
Peckham, Susanne Valenti, Harley Laroux, Jaymin Eve, Lindsay Buroker, Deborah Wilde, Shannon Mayer, Michelle Madow, Kate
Danley, P.C. James, Janet Butler Male, Bobbi Holmes, Anna J. McIntrye
Ellis Island and Immigration for Kids Jul 26 2019 Ellis Island and Immigration for Kids explores all angles of immigration and its
history in the United States. Readers will learn about the establishment of Ellis Island and its forerunner, Castle Garden, as well as the
western immigration station, Angel Island. Along with activities to further enrich kids' knowledge of immigration, this book gives its
readers a thorough understanding of its impact on the United States from the earliest arrivals to today. Activities include instructions on
writing a letter home after a journey in steerage to graphing and comparing immigrant populations since the first US census in 1790.
This book will help kids gain an appreciation of immigration's impact on the United States, as well as challenge them to reflect on their
own feelings about this important issue. Readers will broaden their understanding of issues that center on immigration with crosscurriculum activities, such as poetry and letter writing, graphing, and other math analyses.
Romeo Blue Mar 14 2021 When Flissy Bathburn's parents first dropped her off in Bottlebay, Maine, she hated everything about it. She
hated the big gloomy house she was to live in. She hated meeting her long-lost and highly eccentric relatives. And most of all, she
hated knowing that she was safe in America while her parents faced the guns of WWII in Europe. But a year has passed now, and
Flissy has grown to love her life in Bottlebay -- and especially Derek, the boy the Bathburns have adopted. Then a man claiming to be

Derek's true father arrives, and soon he's asking all sorts of strange questions. Flissy has a nose for trouble. Has Derek's new father
come to take him away . . . or is there something even more sinister happening in Bottlebay, Maine?
Ike's Incredible Ink Oct 28 2019 The journey is the important thing in this tale of a sympathetic — if temporarily distracted — artistic
soul. Features an audio read-along! Ike wants to write a story, an incredible story. He’s all ready to go, but even after cleaning his room
and calling his best friend, he somehow can’t seem to get started. And then Ike realizes what’s missing — he needs new ink. His very
own ink, made from just the right ingredients. Now what can Ike find that is velvety, dark, and sneaky, just like ink? How far will he
go to get it? In Brianne Farley’s whimsical debut picture book, freely illustrated in a fresh, bold collage style, Ike’s adventurous quest
to find the perfect ink might just be the inspiration he needs to get started on his incredible story.
Grime and Punishment Mar 26 2022 Enjoy this fun, urban fantasy paranormal mystery series with a slow burn romance! Includes
vampires, fae, a hot one-eyed werewolf P.I., and a sassy jersey-girl ready to clean-up supernatural messes. From the authors of the
MYTHVERSE and POWERS OF THE ZODIAC paranormal series. The only thing worse than a serial killer that hates you...is a serial
killer that likes you. It's the beginning of the worst knock knock joke ever: a dead body, a pregnant vampire, and a murderous ex all
show up on the same doorstep. Except this joke happens to be my life. The dead body is a "gift" from the notorious vampire serial
killer. Doesn't anyone send flowers anymore? The only upside to his attention is that Nico, a one-eyed werewolf private detective, has
decided to assign himself as my personal bodyguard. Even though Nico gets me hot and bothered, I'm done with bad boys. Instead, I'm
determined to make things work with a new guy that I've met. A nice HUMAN guy. But I can’t take this relationship to the next level
with a werewolf on my tail. As if that wasn't enough, I'm also juggling a new cleaning job at a supernatural brothel and trying to hunt
down a kidnapped baby. Can I juggle work, romance, and an obsessed serial killer? I can, or I'll die trying. Grime & Punishment is
book two in Down & Dirty Supernatural Cleaning Services, an all new paranormal mystery series filled with laughs and romance!
Keywords: paranormal, paranormal thriller, paranormal mystery, paranormal romance, mystery, thriller, urban fantasy, UF, werewolf,
werewolves, shifter, shifters, romcom, werewolf romance, shifter romance, funny, humorous ,steamy, supernatural, fantasy, fae,
vampire, paranormal books, wolf shifter, paranormal investigator, supernatural romance, paranormal investigation, supernatural series,
urban fantasy wolf shifter romance, shifter romance books, urban fantasy adventure, supernatural books, shifter romance novels, fae
books, paranormal cozy mystery, urban fantasy series, UF Series, paranormal mystery series, werewolf romance series, supernatural
romance series, supernatural series, paranormal series, shifter romance series, paranormal romance series, paranormal thriller series,
paranormal mystery series, paranormal investigator series, paranormal investigation series Similar To: Leanne Leads, Kelly St. Clare,
Emma Scott, Rebecca Hamilton, Elizabeth Briggs, Caroline Peckham, Susanne Valenti, Harley Laroux, Jaymin Eve, Lindsay Buroker,
Deborah Wilde, Shannon Mayer, Michelle Madow, Kate Danley, P.C. James, Janet Butler Male, Bobbi Holmes, Anna J. McIntrye
Pillage & Plague Feb 10 2021 Turns out I'm a stone-cold killer. And I'm not sure I like it. Last school term I figured out I was a
dragon shifter. And then I killed a bunch of monsters. It was to save my friends...but also I kinda liked it. Or my dragon did. Now, it's

summer term at Mount Olympus Academy. Besides classes I also need to: find my mom, rescue my best friend, and help figure out a
cure for the shifter plague that's sweeping across campus. Talk about a heavy course load! My personal life isn't any easier. Even
though my vampire crush, Val, brought his fiancee back to school with him - I'm the one he's kissing. Val isn't my only boy problem.
There's also Nico, a one-eyed werewolf who's been tortured by the monsters and has a major alpha thing going on. On top of that we
have a new professor. With her searing, charismatic speeches, Maddox Tralano has MOA students ready to follow her into battle. The
drumbeat of war is growing louder, soon everyone will be forced to fight for their lives. Because when gods and monsters battle it out there is no middle ground. Pillage & Plague is book 2 in the Mythverse series. This young adult magic academy fantasy novel features:
non-stop action, lots of hot shifter boys, Val the mysterious vampire, girls who are best friends forever, and lots of plot twists to keep
the pages turning. Percy Jackson meets Vampire Academy in this fun new series! Healers, trackers, spies, and assassins all welcome.
One-click now to enroll with Edie in the summer semester at MOA!
Fire & Flood Dec 23 2021 At Mount Olympus Academy, a little learning is a dangerous thing... Revenge. That's why I decided to join
the assassination class at Mount Olympus Academy. A monster killed my father and grandmother - and I'm going to make them pay.
But first I have to learn how. I'm Edie. Once I was just a normal girl with asthma and a bad back. Now, though, I'm at a school taught
by Greek gods. My classmates are vampires, witches, and shifters. We're all training to fight in the war between the gods and monsters.
There's also...Val. He's a vampire, but he's different from the others. Plus, he's got secrets too. I get secrets. The wings that sprout from
my back were hidden from me my entire life. I also sometimes breathe fire. But no one - including me - can figure out what I fully shift
into. Honestly...a part of me doesn't want to know. But if I'm going to avenge my family, I need to figure it out before I flunk out. Fire
& Flood is a young adult magic academy fantasy novel with non-stop action. It contains a spunky heroine, one best friend with the gift
of sight...to see tomorrow's lunch menu, a mean-girl vampire roommate with a carnivorous plant, and a meet-cute with her roommate's
hot twin brother that almost kills them both. Percy Jackson meets Vampire Academy in this fun new series! Classes start now - oneclick to enroll with Edie in the assassination class! This is the LARGE PRINT version
The Silver Witch Jun 04 2020 Moving to a secluded Welsh cottage a year after her husband's sudden death, a ceramic artist begins
manifesting powers similar to those of a legendary Celtic witch who issued a prophecy about ancient magic and a heartbreaking
disaster.
The Novels of Gillian Flynn Dec 31 2019 "Gillian Flynn is the real deal, a sharp, acerbic, and compelling storyteller with a knack for
the macabre." —Stephen King This collection, available exclusively as an ebook, brings together the first two novels of Gillian Flynn,
author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Gone Girl. In Sharp Objects, Flynn’s debut novel, a young journalist returns home to cover
a dark assignment—and to face her own damaged family history. With its taut, crafted writing, Sharp Objects is addictive, haunting,
and unforgettable. Flynn’s second novel, Dark Places, is an intricately orchestrated thriller that ravages a family's past to unearth the
truth behind a horrifying crime. A New York Times bestseller and Weekend Today Top Summer Read, Dark Places solidified Flynn’s

status as one of the most critically acclaimed suspense writers of our time.
Betty Bites Back Nov 21 2021 FEMINIST FICTION TO FRIGHTEN THE PATRIARCHY! Behind every successful man is a strong
woman... but in these stories, she might be about to plant a knife in his spine. The characters in this anthology are fed up - tired of
being held back, held down, held accountable - by the misogyny of the system. They're ready to resist by biting back in their own
individual ways, be it through magic, murder, technology, teeth, pitfalls and even... potlucks. Join sixteen writers as they explore
feminism in fantasy, science-fiction, fractured fairy-tales, historical settings, and the all-too-familiar chauvinist contemporary world.
Another Little Piece Jul 30 2022 A year after vanishing from a party, screaming and drenched in blood, seventeen-year-old Annaliese
Rose Gordon appears hundreds of miles from home with no memory, but a haunting certainty that she is actually another girl trapped
in Annaliese's body.
Weird Little Robots Sep 19 2021 "Eleven-year-old Penny Rose has just moved to a new town, and so far the robots she builds herself
are her only company. But with just a bit of magic, everything changes: she becomes best friends with Lark, has the chance to join a
secret science club, and discovers that her robots are alive. Penny Rose hardly remembers how lonely she used to feel. But then a
fateful misstep forces her to choose between the best friend she's always hoped for and the club she's always dreamed of, and in the end
it may be her beloved little robots that pay the price."--Amazon.com.
(Don't You) Forget About Me Oct 01 2022 Stephen King meets Tuck Everlasting in this eerie, compulsively page-turning tale of a
girl haunted by the loss of her sister—and trapped by the mysterious power that fuels her small town. Gardnerville seems like a
paradise. But every four years, a strange madness compels the town's teenagers to commit terrible crimes. Four years ago, Skylar's
sister, Piper, led her classmates on a midnight death march into a watery grave. Now Piper is gone. And to get her back, Skylar must
find a way to end Gardnerville's murderous cycle. From Kate Karyus Quinn, author of Another Little Piece, comes a mesmerizing and
suspenseful novel that will thrill fans of Maggie Stiefvater's The Raven Boys and Brenna Yovanoff's The Replacement.
Anti/Hero Jan 24 2022 Piper Pájaro and Sloane MacBrute are two 13-year-old girls with very different lives but very similar secrets.
Popular, outgoing Piper is strong. Like, ripping-the-doors-off-cars strong. She longs to be a superhero, even if she tends to leave
massive messes in her wake. Snarky Sloane, on the other hand, is super smart. Like, evil-genius-smart. To help her family, she has to
put those smarts to use for her villainous grandfather. When a mission to steal an experimental technological device brings the two
girls face to face with each other, the device sparks, and the two girls switch bodies! Now they must live in each other's shoes as they
figure out a way to switch back. Anti/Hero is a story that explores what makes a hero, how one can find friendship where it's
unexpected, and what it means to walk in another person's shoes...literally! Authors Kate Karyus Quinn (Another Little Piece, The
Show Must Go On) and Demitria Lunetta (The Fade, Bad Blood) make their graphic novel and middle grade debut alongside artist
Maca Gil to introduce two new and exciting characters to DC Comics!
The Dark and Hollow Places Jun 16 2021 Alone and listening to the moaning of the Dark City dying around her, Annah wants to find

her way back home, to her sister and family and their village in the Forest of Hands and Teeth.
Split Oct 09 2020 A riveting portrait of life after abuse from an award-winning novelist. Sixteen-Year-Old Jace Witherspoon arrives at
the doorstep of his estranged brother Christian with a re-landscaped face (courtesy of his father’s fist), $3.84, and a secret. He tries to
move on, going for new friends, a new school, and a new job, but all his changes can’t make him forget what he left behind—his
mother, who is still trapped with his dad, and his ex-girlfriend, who is keeping his secret. At least so far. Worst of all, Jace realizes that
if he really wants to move forward, he may first have to do what scares him most: He may have to go back. Award-winning novelist
Swati Avasthi has created a riveting and remarkably nuanced portrait of what happens after. After you’ve said enough, after you’ve
run, after you’ve made the split—how do you begin to live again? Readers won’t be able to put this intense page-turner down.
Every Little Bad Idea May 04 2020 The women in Skyler Wise's family have a weakness for bad boys, but not Skyler. She has one
thing on her mind, leaving her run-down neighborhood and going to college. When Skyler's normally strict mom starts dating again,
she feels abandoned. Skyler meets Cole, a boy who makes her question everything she thought she knew about herself and her future.
Even though he has a dangerous reputation, Skyler believes she knows the real Cole, the sweet, caring boyfriend who makes her feel
seen for once in her life. When Cole starts to change, Skyler realizes that she'll do anything to keep him around, even if it means giving
up her dream and losing the people closest to her.
Greenglass House Dec 11 2020 At Greenglass House, a smuggler's inn, 12-year-old Milo, the innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend
his winter holidays relaxing, but soon guests begin arriving with strange stories about the house, sending Milo and Meddy, the cook's
daughter, on an adventure. Simultaneous eBook.
The Ruining Apr 02 2020 Annie Phillips is thrilled to leave her past behind and begin a shiny new life on Belvedere Island, as a nanny
for the picture-perfect Cohen family. In no time at all, she falls in love with the Cohens, especially with Libby, the beautiful young
matriarch of the family. Life is better than she ever imagined. She even finds romance with the boy next door. All too soon, cracks
appear in Annie's seemingly perfect world. She's blamed for mistakes she doesn't remember making. Her bedroom door comes
unhinged, and she feels like she's always being watched. Libby, who once felt like a big sister, is suddenly cold and unforgiving. As
she struggles to keep up with the demands of her new life, Annie's fear gives way to frightening hallucinations. Is she tumbling into
madness, or is something sinister at play? The Ruining is a complex ride through first love, chilling manipulation, and the terrifying
depths of insanity.
Among the Shadows Feb 22 2022 Even the lightest hearts have shaded corners to hide the black thoughts that come at night.
Experience the darker side of YA as 13 authors explore the places that others prefer to leave among the shadows. You've been there.
It's dark and you're comfortable. You're just about to fall asleep when you can't help but wonder if maybe tonight the thing you've
always been sure exists will finally find you. The best short stories stick with you, and the stories in this book especially, are meant to
cast long shadows. The authors who contributed to this anthology are not only familiar with what lurks among the shadows, we choose

to spend time there. Our monsters all live in different places--under beds, beside peaceful streams, inside ourselves, down mine shafts,
in the sky. The darkness you'll find in these pages knows no boundaries, so it's only fitting that these stories cover many genres. Reality
can be just as terrifying as anything our imaginations conjure, which is why the darkness in these pages isn't relegated just to flights of
fancy or the paranormal. In choosing such a wide range of stories, our hope is that everyone will find something to make them clutch
their bedcovers a little closer. In realistic contemporary stories from Joelle Charbonneau and Kelly Fiore, depression, addiction,
obsession, and isolation are all the stuff of nightmares. Other stories by Justina Ireland, Phoebe North, and Geoffrey Girard straddle the
line, making us question what is real and what is false. Mindy McGinnis explores the question of not knowing yourself, while Kate
Karyus Quinn speculates on the effect of learning that every terrible thing that's ever happened to you has been manufactured for the
entertainment of others. Demitria Lunetta and Gretchen McNeil each take a closer, horrific look at human nature. Lenore Applehans
delves into a post-apocalyptic future, while R.C. Lewis discovers the darkness that lurks on another planet in her science fiction
narrative. Then of course there are the paranormal stories from Beth Revis and Lydia Kang, each digging into the many types of
monsters that might wait for us in the dark. Overall, you'll find a wide range of horrors represented, including demons, aliens, and one
of the most frightening creatures ever--human beings. So set aside an hour or two, switch on some lights and come join us... among the
shadows.
In the After Jan 30 2020 In debut author Demitria Lunetta's heart-pounding thriller, one girl must fight for her survival in a world
overrun by violent, deadly creatures. Perfect for fans of New York Times bestsellers like The 5th Wave and Across the Universe. Amy
Harris's life changed forever when They took over. Her parents—vanished. The government—obsolete. Societal
structure—nonexistent. No one knows where They came from, but these vicious creatures have been rapidly devouring mankind since
They appeared. With fierce survivor instincts, Amy manages to stay alive—and even rescues "Baby," a toddler who was left behind.
After years of hiding, they are miraculously rescued and taken to New Hope. On the surface, it appears to be a safe haven for survivors.
But there are dark and twisted secrets lurking beneath that could have Amy and Baby paying with not only their freedom . . . but also
their lives.
Stitching Snow May 16 2021 Princess Snow is missing. Her home planet is filled with violence and corruption at the hands of King
Matthias and his wife as they attempt to punish her captors. The king will stop at nothing to get his beloved daughter back—but that's
assuming she wants to return at all. Essie has grown used to being cold. Temperatures on the planet Thanda are always sub-zero, and
she fills her days with coding and repairs for the seven loyal drones that run the local mines. When a mysterious young man named
Dane crash-lands near her home, Essie agrees to help the pilot repair his ship. But soon she realizes that Dane's arrival was far from
accidental, and she's pulled into the heart of a war she's risked everything to avoid. In her enthralling debut, R.C. Lewis weaves the tale
of a princess on the run from painful secrets . . . and a poisonous queen. With the galaxy's future—and her own—in jeopardy, Essie
must choose who to trust in a fiery fight for survival.

A Farewell To Charms Apr 14 2021 Sex sells...for everyone except the person cleaning up after it! I'm Paige Harper, and I've got
problems paying the bills. My cleaning service for paranormal messes has only one major client. Charms is half gambling den, half
brothel, and 100 percent of my income. Unfortunately, on the same week I'm due to get paid - Charms gets robbed. The ogre madame
can't pay me, cover her bribes, or keep her teenage daughter in-line. Somehow, I'm in charge of fixing all these things - while trying to
figure out if the guy I'm dating is a serial killer. On top of all that, Nico - a one-eyed werewolf private detective - is on the case, too. He
gets under my skin, and has made it clear he wouldn't mind getting under my clothes. Somehow, I've gotta keep things strictly
professional. Sure, no problem. It's a lot of balls to keep in the air, but it's a juggling act I've got to ace, or else it's farewell to Charms,
my livelihood, and maybe even my life.
Not Hungry Nov 02 2022 June is fat. June also has an eating disorder, but no one sees. When she doesn't eat, her friends and family
think they see a fat girl on a diet, not someone starving herself. When June's secret is found out by Toby, the new boy next door, she is
panicked. Then she learns he also has a secret. Everyone has their own little lies.
The Show Must Go On Apr 26 2022 After a freak accident changed her whole life, a guilt-stricken girl put as much distance as she
could between her hometown and herself. Now, over a decade later, she must find the courage to return home and face the music. Ever
since her thirtieth birthday, Jenna's been battling a bad case of the blahs. Hoping to shake up her life, she agrees to take the lead role in
a theatrical production pitched as Annie meets Fifty Shades of Grey. However, by the time tech week rolls around, it's clear that "dirty
Annie" is a disaster. Then, Jenna receives life-changing news . . . Everyone has that one ex they can't forget. But for Jenna it's different.
Her ex, Danny, has been in a coma for twelve years. Now he's awake--and asking for her. The only problem is, the thought of seeing
Danny again gives her a panic attack. Jenna's determined to ignore her conscience--until Danny's younger brother, Will, arrives on her
doorstep. He insists on escorting her across the country, back to Buffalo, New York--and Danny's bedside. Even as Jenna and Will
heatedly debate if she'll stay or if she'll go, an inconvenient attraction sparks between them. As her life further unravels and opening
night rapidly approaches, Jenna will have to learn that "the show must go on" is a phrase that applies to more than just the stage. For
fans of Sally Thorne, Penny Reid, and Lucy Parker, this hilarious romantic comedy will give you all the feels.
Pretty Girl-13 Jul 18 2021 A disturbing and powerful psychological thriller about a girl who must piece together the mystery of her
kidnapping and abuse, Pretty Girl-13 is a haunting yet ultimately uplifting story about the healing power of courage, hope, and love.
Angie Chapman was thirteen years old when she ventured into the woods on a Girl Scout camping trip. Now she's returned home...only
to find that it's three years later and she's sixteen—or at least that's what everyone tells her. What happened to the last three years of her
life? With a tremendous amount of courage, Angie embarks on a journey to discover the fragments of her lost time. She eventually
discovers a terrifying secret and must decide: What do you do when you remember things you wish you could forget? Perfect for fans
of books like Elizabeth Scott's Living Dead Girl and Kathleen Glasgow's Girl in Pieces.
The Fade Jan 12 2021 The Others meets The Cellar in this scary ghost-story thriller from the author of BAD BLOOD. We don't want

to disappear. We want to be found. Something terrible happened in her basement. Haley can feel it. Four girls went missing several
years ago, and the police never solved the case. But Haley knows the missing girls were murdered. How else can she explain the
hostile presence in her house? The ghostly girls need something from her. And unless Haley can figure out what they want . . . she
might be next.
The Ghosts of Wrath Oct 21 2021 Enjoy this fun, spicy, urban fantasy cozy mystery series! Includes vampires, fae, a hot one-eyed
werewolf P.I., and a sassy jersey-girl ready to clean-up supernatural messes. From the authors of the MYTHVERSE and POWERS OF
THE ZODIAC paranormal series. Things are about to get messy... I’m Paige Harper, and while I’ve lost some things over the
years—my parents, some business, a couple pair of panties—I think I might have finally found a man to settle down with...except he’s
a werewolf. Nico and I have barely had time to declare our feelings, much less get any time alone, when we discover there might be an
answer to the big question of what happened during the Great Ghosting—a mass disappearance which claimed my family. In fact—we
might even be able to reverse it. But that means going into the heart of O.H.I.O, a super-secret, anti-supe organization that has
terrorized me and my friends before. I’ve got some info that could bring them down, and they’ve extended an olive branch...but there
just might be a blade behind it. When things turn sinister, it looks like one of us might end up dead before Nico and I get to seal the
deal—in bed. My man will defend me to the end, but that means accessing his darker side, and the violence that’s led him astray
before. When push comes to shove, will Nico become the cruel monster he was before I knew him? And, am I willing to give up
everything – including my life, and a possible future with Nico - in order to get my parents back? One things for sure—nobody is
coming out of this clean. The Ghosts of Wrath is book seven in Down & Dirty Supernatural Cleaning Services, an all new paranormal
mystery series filled with laughs and romance! ?Keywords: paranormal, paranormal thriller, paranormal mystery, paranormal romance,
mystery, thriller, urban fantasy, UF, werewolf, werewolves, shifter, shifters, romcom, werewolf romance, shifter romance, funny,
humorous ,steamy, supernatural, fantasy, fae, vampire, paranormal books, wolf shifter, paranormal investigator, supernatural romance,
paranormal investigation, supernatural series, urban fantasy wolf shifter romance, shifter romance books, urban fantasy adventure,
supernatural books, shifter romance novels, fae books, paranormal cozy mystery, urban fantasy series, UF Series, paranormal mystery
series, werewolf romance series, supernatural romance series, supernatural series, paranormal series, shifter romance series,
paranormal romance series, paranormal thriller series, paranormal mystery series, paranormal investigator series, paranormal
investigation series, complete series
Down with the Shine Jul 06 2020 Think twice before you make a wish in this imaginative, twisted, and witty new novel from the
author of Another Little Piece. When Lennie brings a few jars of her uncles’ moonshine to Michaela Gordon’s house party, she has
everyone who drinks it make a wish. It’s tradition. So is the toast her uncles taught her: “May all your wishes come true, or at least just
this one.” The thing is, those words aren’t just a tradition. The next morning, every wish—no matter how crazy—comes true. And most
of them turn out bad. But once granted, a wish can’t be unmade . . .

Not a Drop to Drink Aug 07 2020 Fans of classic frontier survival stories, as well as readers of dystopian literature, will enjoy this
futuristic story where water is worth more than gold. New York Times bestselling author Michael Grant says Not a Drop to Drink is a
debut "not to be missed." With evocative, spare language and incredible drama, danger, and romance, Mindy McGinnis depicts one
girl's journey in a frontierlike world not so different from our own. Teenage Lynn has been taught to defend her pond against every
threat: drought, a snowless winter, coyotes, and most important, people looking for a drink. She makes sure anyone who comes near
the pond leaves thirsty—or doesn't leave at all. Confident in her own abilities, Lynn has no use for the world beyond the nearby fields
and forest. But when strangers appear, the mysterious footprints by the pond, nighttime threats, and gunshots make it all too clear Lynn
has exactly what they want, and they won't stop until they get it. . . . For more in this gritty world, join Lynn on an epic journey to find
home in the companion novel, In a Handful of Dust.
BZRK Origins Sep 07 2020 Grey McLure, having turned to science after his wife was diagnosed with lung cancer, realizes it is too
late to save her life and the nanotechnology he has created has given birth to a war on humanity's free will.
Anti/Hero Aug 31 2022 Piper Pájaro and Sloane MacBrute are two 13-year-old girls with very different lives but very similar secrets.
Popular, outgoing Piper is strong-like, ripping-the-doors-off-cars strong. She longs to be a superhero, even if she tends to leave massive
messes in her wake. Sloane, on the other hand, is snarky and super-smart. Like, evil-genius smart. To help her family, she has to put
those smarts to use for her villainous grandfather. When a mission to steal an experimental technological device brings the two girls
face to face with each other, the device sparks-and the two girls switch bodies! Now they must live in each other's shoes as they figure
out a way to switch back. Anti/Hero is a story that explores what makes a hero, how one can find friendship where it's unexpected, and
what it means to walk in another person's shoes...literally! Authors Kate Karyus Quinn (Another Little Piece, The Show Must Go On)
and Demitria Lunetta (The Fade, Bad Blood) make their graphic novel debut alongside artist Maca Gil and introduce two new and
exciting DC characters!
Wither & Wound Aug 26 2019 I've turned traitor and spy. By the end of this, someone big is gonna die. I hope it's not me. My sister,
Mavis, is going to be put on trial. Mr. Zee is certain to find her guilty of helping the monsters in their war against the gods. And then
he'll kill her. I can't let that happen. So when I find out about a sword capable of wounding him, I set out to the collect the pieces. With
the sword in hand, I'll convince him to step down and free Mavis. Or get killed trying. My time at Mount Olympus Academy is coming
to an end. The only question is, whether I'll exit the gates dead or alive. Wither & Wound is book 3 in the Mythverse series. This young
adult magic academy fantasy novel features: non-stop action, lots of hot shifter boys, Val the mysterious vampire, girls who are best
friends forever, and lots of plot twists to keep the pages turning. Percy Jackson meets Vampire Academy in this fun new series!
Healers, trackers, spies, and assassins all welcome. Join Edie now for her last term at MOA!
A Midsummer Night's Clean Mar 02 2020 Enjoy this fun (and funny), spicy, urban fantasy cozy mystery series! Includes vampires,
fae, a hot one-eyed werewolf P.I., and a sassy jersey-girl ready to clean-up supernatural messes. From the authors of the

MYTHVERSE and POWERS OF THE ZODIAC paranormal series. The show must go on...even when there's been a murder. I'm
Paige Harper and I'm still trying to get back on my feet after being kidnapped. When my housemate, Darron, offers me a gig cleaning
at the theater where he's directing his first play, it seems like an easy job. Until the girl playing Titania falls to her death during
rehearsal. Of course, I'm gonna help Darron find the murderer. But somehow I also get roped into taking a part on stage too. Even
worse, Nico, the one-eyed PI werewolf, joins the cast as well - as my love interest. It's beyond awkward because I accidentally
"claimed" Nico during our recent jaunt into Faerieland. And he claimed me back. This has created a sort of magical bond that's pushed
the underlying simmer between us into a full boil. He can't keep his hands off me; and I want to claw the eyes out of every girl that
looks at him. And that includes his ex-girlfriend, Mavis. She's in town tracking down a lead on O.H.I.O. - the super-secret anti-supe
organization that seems to be behind the Great Ghosting. Jealousy, paranoia, sexual antics, a brainwashed zombie vampire, and all the
drama of community theatre - both on stage and off - are going to make this my hardest case yet. If I can't keep my head down - and
my pants on - I'm afraid that this time it'll truly be curtains for me. A Midsummer Night's Clean is book six in Down & Dirty
Supernatural Cleaning Services, an all new paranormal mystery series filled with laughs and romance! This is the LARGE PRINT
version
Bad Blood Aug 19 2021 “A story that will both warm your heart, and chill you to the bone."—KENDARE BLAKE, New York Times
bestselling author of Three Dark Crowns “Dark and complex and wickedly romantic.”—GRETCHEN MCNEIL, author of Ten A girl
discovers a family secret and a past full of magic that could both save her and put her in mortal danger in this suspenseful novel that's
perfect for fans of Katie Alender and Natasha Preston. All sixteen-year-old Heather MacNair wants is to feel normal, to shed the
intense paranoia she’s worn all year like a scratchy sweater. After her compulsion to self-harm came to light, Heather was kept under
her doctor’s watchful eye. Her family thinks she’s better—and there’s nothing she wants more than for that to be true. She still can’t
believe she’s allowed to spend her summer vacation as she always does: at her aunt’s home in Scotland, where she has lots of happy
memories. Far away from all her problems save one: she can’t stop carving the Celtic knot that haunts her dreams into her skin. Good
friends and boys with Scottish accents can cure almost anything . . . except nightmares. Heather can’t stop dreaming about two sisters
from centuries ago, twins Prudence and Primrose, who somehow seem tied to her own life. Their presence lurks just beneath the
surface of her consciousness, sending ripples through what should be a peaceful summer. The twins might hold the key to putting
Heather’s soul at rest . . . or they could slice her future deeper than any knife. *** “An eerie blend of mystery and magic amid the
Scottish highlands.”—MINDY MCGINNIS, author of A Madness So Discreet and The Female of the Species “A haunting and
mysterious page turner.”—KATE KARYUS QUINN, author of Another Little Piece "A chilling gothic thriller . . . fans of Katie
Alender’s Bad Girls Don’t Die series will appreciate this work and its spine-chilling twists."--SLJ “A thoroughly enjoyable
contemporary Gothic.”—Kirkus “A perfect choice for fans of chilling supernatural reads.”—Booklist A YALSA 2018 Best Fiction for
Young Adults Selection
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